2021-2022 Benchmark Content Checklist

Algebra I Middle
Mississippi
CASE Benchmark Assessments

Please complete this form to communicate to the CASE Assessments team which content to include on each of your district’s benchmarks.

District or School: West Point High School- North Campus

Person completing this form: Kimberly McKinney

Date: 3/30/2021

NOTE: Checking a standard signifies that the standard is to be assessed in its entirety. Since benchmarks are cumulative (testing curriculum taught from the beginning of the course), any standard checked for a benchmark can be assessed on all subsequent benchmarks.

In order to create balanced assessments that fully reflect the course material, CASE recommends customers select between 6-12 new standards per benchmark.

The final benchmark will be comprehensive and assess all standards.

Any requested changes to the checklist after it has been submitted to CASE may be subject to additional charges and/or adjustment of original test delivery schedule.

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO: MARILYN SEARCY, EMAIL:marilyn.searcy@westpoint.k12.ms.us